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Christmas get together, Dec 13th at Lily’s Restaurant and 

Function Centre at Seven Hills. Fantuzzi family plus Ric’s Fiat 

500 chauffeur, Gino. Ric’s family from left, Raffa, Arianna, 

Tina, Ric and Gabby, and of course the beautiful Lambretta LI 

125 Scooter with sidecar having its first outing as a complete 

outfit. 
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Australia Day CARnivale Parramatta Park (Jan 26th, 2016) 

 After the Australia Day CARnivale being held in the general area of 

Macquarie St Sydney for most of its 29 years, the commencement of the Sydney light 

rail construction has meant that it would be impractical to continue at that location. 

Parramatta City Council, in partnership with the Australia Day Council of New South 

Wales,  has undertaken to continue the traditional car display albeit on a smaller 

scale. Nevertheless it involved around 500 vehicles 

 First held in The Rocks in 1986, CARnivale is one of the longest running 

events in the Australia Day calendar. Celebrating its 30th year, CARnivale showcases 

a wonderful collection of vehicles including cars built more than one hundred years 

ago, fire engines, cars, trucks, coaches, military vehicles, micro cars, motorbikes, 

motorscooters, caravans, commercial vehicles and vintage speedway cars.  

 Parramatta Park is one of the most historic recreational parks in NSW and is 

the former site of a motor racing circuit ( mid 1950’s). Club member Bill Buckle tells 

of racing there in the early days( and leaving his mark); the race track is now the 30 

klm/hr circuit that takes you around the park. The vehicle display in CARnivale is a 

tribute to and continuation of Parramatta’s link to Australia’s proud motoring past. 

 As part of the Australia Day celebrations in the Park, Parramatta  also staged 

the hot air balloon aerial show from 6.00 am followed by the Parramatta BBQ 

Festival, family zone with concert and kids’ rides in The Crescent, the Hottest 100 

Party in the Park, the Main Stage and a fireworks spectacular later in the evening. 

Parramatta Park on Australia Day was once again very popular and attracted tens of 

thousands of spectators to enjoy the day-long program of events.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fred playing in the traffic on the  Fred giving driving instruction to a seven 

way to Pirtek Park, to join the  year old before she takes the Messerschmitt 

other Micros in convoy to Parra - for a run around the Pirtek car park. ( or may 

matta Park    be I just thought she might ) 
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Australia Day CARnivale Parramatta Park (Jan 26th, 2016) 

 The morning started with a consolidation of the conoys in the Pirtek car 

park, and we could not believe our luck. Previously when in Macquarie St Sydney 

our arrival time of 6.30 am meant a very long day, especially for those from afar. 

 This year, our arrival time was 9.30 am, as we were the last convoy ( no 9, 

group F) so some of us could even sleep in. Even with an Isetta glitch all on time. 

Below left, Margaret Dalton arriving in style,  & right ,the lone scooter being studied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This, then was our first Australia day away from the CDB, and it turned out quite 

well, with only the odd teething problem. Rain threatened, but, surprise, surprise a 

tiny light shower then after a little while out came the sun, and everyone was 

smiling. The grassed areas held together even with the thousands of spectators 

meandering through the 500 or so varied and interesting vehicles…. jr 
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Trinity Grammar School, (Summer Hill) Fiesta Nov 28th 2015 
 Just before the start of WWI in 1913, a visionary by the name of George 

Chambers established a small parochial school in the Sydney parish of Holy Trinity 

at Dulwich Hill. Twenty-nine boys were enrolled at the opening of the School year in 

1913, and the number had reached 57 at the end of that year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In 1942 the prospects for Trinity were so grim that it was decided to close the 

School. As a last attempt to save the School, the Council appointed J. Wilson Hogg 

as Head Master in 1944. Mr Hogg was an educational visionary; he moulded a school 

and made a reality of the hopes and aspirations of the Founder. When J. Wilson Hogg 

retired in 1974, Trinity was flourishing and had become one of the leading 

Independent schools in NSW, and remains that way  

 Some 102  years down the track, the MCSC was invited to participate in their 

annual Family Fiesta, and a cross section of our club, plus 3 other Micros spent an 

interesting day, displaying our vehicles, and joining in with the abundant activities 

available.  Below left is James Trevena’s concourse 2CV, with a second rather neat 

2CV behind it, and on the right is Tim Dalton’s excellent Mazda R360.  
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Trinity Grammar School, (Summer Hill) Fiesta Nov 28th 2015 
 Below, left to right, Andrew Taylor’s recently restored and imported 1977 

Trabant, Graham Sims’s Isetta, Keith Wall’s Lloyd, John Renshaw’s NSU, Niko 

Satria’s Wide 55 and hiding behind the Daihatsu van is Allen Wall’s Heinkel scooter  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is a look at Andrew’s Trabant 2 Cylinder, 2 stroke 594 cc engine, looking a bit                            

better than when it came off the assembly 

line. Andrew bought the Trabant in Leipzig, 

took it to New Zealand where it underwent  

significant restoration, then brought it with 

him recently on moving to Sydney. Despite 

its reputation, the Trabant looks and goes  

very nicely. 2,818,547 Trabis were made 

from 1963 to 1990. After placing an order, 

some purchasers were made to wait many  

years before taking delivery. (Even longer  

than post war NZ.) Two-stroke engines of  

this sort, with crankcase scavenging and lubricating oil provided during fuel intake, 

burn their lubricating oil by design and produce smoky tailpipe emissions. Trabants 

were seen as easy to repair and maintain, and today, 26 years after last manufacture, 

parts remain easy to obtain.  Below, a few more of the 50 or so display vehicles. 
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A Couple of Whacky Wheels 
 

Fiat 500 NSU Weinsberg Limousette  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BMW Isetta 300 (or Goggo) Jadwagen 

http://www.californiaclassix.com/images3/c654-leftfront-remote.jpg
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Messerschmitt Owner’s Club. 

Not only a Hoarder & Collector, but a Guru with Technical Experience. 
 Back in the early 80’s Fred was one of 5 Messerschmitt owners who met and 

formed the pre-curser to today’s Micro Car and Scooter Club Inc. During the 

intervening years, he has held (for extended periods of time) most club positions, 

including President, and for more than 25 years was the Editor of the club magazine. 

During the last 32 years, his initial interest in Messerschmitts has spread to other 

micros, scooters, vintage cars and Hillmans of all types. 

 Initially living and working in the Sutherland shire (before it became the 

‘Shire’) an interest in developing a weekend getaway at Colo Heights, with a friend, 

eventually became his home and home to a number of ‘sheds full’ of vehicles, some  

in good shape, some under restoration, and some for spares. Looking around the 50 

acres, I think Fred has cornered the market in Hillman Hunters and Imps. 

          It took 10 years of weekends for the two friends to build a fair sized Yurt using 

probably 99% recycled materials. They must have done a good job, as 20 or so years 

down the track, only one pole has had to be replaced. It’s still looking good, and 

providing all the basic necessities of life. Internally it is one big circular room, with 

computer in the centre and kitchen, dining, sleeping, lounging, etc. These arranged in 

a circle. Bathroom/laundry are downstairs at the rear. There are three doors giving 

access to the full circle veranda, allowing cooling breezes in the summertime. 

Electricity and phone are the only services provided. All computer correspondence is 

via satellite, no mobile phone coverage is available at present to most of Colo 

Heights. Large water tanks supply the water, a septic tank provides the sewerage, and 

heat comes from a large open fire at one end of the Yurt. Being a rural situation, 

there is firewood galore. This  

picture shows the accommodation 

( now in disrepair), used by Fred 

whilst Yurt construction took  

Place. It should be on the heritage 

listing, if not now, then soon. 

 

 

                

               Picture to the left shows Yurt                  

                            interior with lounge area, fireplace  

                out of picture to the left, then kitchen/

               dining and sleeping area and further  

               to the right ( also out of picture ) is 

               library and  entry area. Note the  

               knight in shining armour standing  

               guard over the  computing centre. 
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Messerschmitt Owner’s Club. 

Not only a Hoarder & Collector, but a Guru with Technical Experience. 
  His pride and joy is the Messerschmitt KR200, being its second 

owner, and having owned it for 45 years. Perhaps the most significant of Fred’s 

Micros is a very rare 500cc Messerschmitt Tiger, which he has had for many years, 

along with a Noble 200. In fact most of the collection has been in his possession for a 

long, long time. This collection is starting to be thinned, time is running short to bring 

all of them up to the standard he aspires too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 To add to Fred’s pride and joys, there are a number of other people’s 

vehicles, motors, parts etc. that have been restored or repaired by him now waiting to 

be paid for and collected. Then there are two Zeta runabouts for sale, and Russell 

Hooke’s very sad Skoda collection rusting away. Some are on holiday, or awaiting a 

procedure or two to heal their wounds, so they can sold on, or return to their owners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above is the Hillman paddock basher on firewood collection duty 

When not involved with his vehicles, Fred likes to do a spot of ballroom dancing, 

both locally (anywhere in Sydney, that is) and has done the occasional ‘tour of duty’ 

on QEII cruise liner, teaching and partnering others in dance. He has also put in lots 

of time,  the past 20 years, with the Rural Fire service presently as Crew Leader and 

Senior Deputy Captain with his local Colo Hts, Rural Fire brigade.  
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Fred Diwell - Australia’s Messerschmitt Owner’s Club ( cont). 

 Letterbox is very secure and no-one could carry it away. Front gate is 

guarded by a recent Telstra installation that it is hoped will bring the locality 

into the 21st Century. In the meantime there is always the carrier pigeon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below is Fred’s home  

Below right is a part of  

Fred’s models and  

memorabilia 
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1909 Passenger car (forerunner of the present day bus), Mac Kay 

Company 

****************************************************** 
1928 CAR REPAIR MAILER. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR ADVERTISEMENT IN 1928... 

SENT ON A PENNY POSTCARD ( shown on next page ) 
 

1914 Model T Ford.. 
On May 31, 1927, the last Ford Model T rolled off the assembly line. It was 

the first affordable automobile, due in part to the assembly line process 

developed by Henry Ford. It had a 2.9 litre, 20-horsepower engine and could 

travel at speeds up to 45 miles per hour. It had a 10-gallon fuel tank and 

could run on kerosene, petrol, or ethanol, but it couldn't drive uphill if 

the tank was low, because there was no fuel pump. People got around this 

design flaw by driving up hills in reverse. Ford believed that "the man who 

will use his skill and constructive imagination to see how much he can give 

for a dollar, instead of how little he can give for a dollar, is bound to 

succeed." The Model T cost $850 in 1909, and as efficiency in production 

increased, the price dropped. By 1927, you could get a Model T for $290. "I 

will build a car for the great multitude," said Ford. "It will be large 

enough for the family, but small enough for the individual to run and care 

for. It will be constructed of the best materials, by the best men to be 

hired, after the simplest designs that modern engineering can devise. But it 

will be so low in price that no man making a good salary will be unable to own 

one and enjoy with his family the blessing of hours of pleasure in God's 

great open spaces."  ( cont over ) 
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1928 CAR REPAIR MAILER. AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR ADVERTISEMENT IN 1928... 

SENT ON A PENNY POSTCARD 
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2015 Australian Classic Scooter Mille  
Now in its third year, it was destined this time, for Alpine Victoria. 

The Mille is a two day, one thousand kilometre navigational and reliability trial; it 

pits classic scooter riders and their machines against some of the most challenging 

roads and follows a predetermined route without the aid of any GPS or electronic 

direction finding equipment. Machines are ‘handicapped’ according to year and 

displacement, and to add to the difficulty, the rider must complete ‘tasks’ to obtain 

points, such as taking a photo with a land-mark to display proof that they have 

followed the correct route. This year, as previously, around 35 riders on a mixture of 

Vespas and Lambrettas registered their entry and waited patiently for November to 

come round. 

Scheduled to be run immediately prior to the annual Classic Rally as it moves from 

state to state, this year the Rally was organised by the Melbourne Crusader Club, so 

we headed to the start line on Phillip Island for the 2015 event. 

Once again the Micro Car and Scooter Club was represented by myself and James 

Grygiel and we formed a three man team with another Sydney rider, Terry Smith. All 

of us were riding Lambretta Grand Prix models.  Unfortunately previous MCSC 

entrants Terry Colley and Bill Guthrie were both unable to attend this year’s event. 

With work and family commitments, it’s not always easy to attend rallies in other 

states and although Terry was unable to enter, he managed to ride all the way from 

Sydney to the overnight stop in Bright solely to have dinner and a drink with 

competitors and friends. There should be a trophy just for that! 

The route this year had us travelling East from the island before heading due North 

up through Poowong towards Warragul and Drouin, through the Bunyip State Park, 

up and over the Yarra Ranges before turning east again at Taggerty and riding around 

Lake Eildon towards Jamieson. So many twists and turns it was unbelievable! The 

final leg of Day 1 saw us heading North again through King Valley before heading 

down around Mount Buffalo to the overnight stop at Bright. With the weather closing 

in, we were the last team to arrive at 8:30pm and ready for a good feed and good 

night’s sleep. 

Day 2 dawned with rain set in, and with the first leg being a climb up and over 

Mount Hotham, the organisers met to determine whether there should be a change to 

the route to avoid the inclement weather. With the decision made to continue as 

planned, we fired up the engines and started the climb up the Great Alpine Rd. At 

2,000m above sea level and blanketed in thick, thick fog the ride was eerie,  Hotham 

resort is a ghost town at this time of the year and it was a surreal experience seeing 

the empty ski lifts and buildings looming out of the mist. Ghost town, indeed! 

 Eventually we dropped down the other side and through more twists and 

turns we came through Omeo and into Bairnsdale for a much deserved hot drink and 

food stop. Lake Wellington and Sale were next with Holey Plains State Park leading 

the route along the Southern leg before eventually heading back into Phillip Island 

via Leongatha. 
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A hugely challenging two days and riders came in to the Cowes Ferry port at regular 

intervals during the late afternoon and early evening. A number of scooters finished 

on the back of the support vehicles and all riders retired to bed exhausted. 

Refreshed, clean and dry, the riders assembled for lunch the following day for the 

awards ceremony and a well-earned drink. Last year the MCSC struck a perpetual 

trophy to be awarded for ‘Best & Fairest’ and this year it was won by Terry Page, a 

South Australian who saw the Mille set off from its overnight stop in his hometown 

of Waikerie last year and tracked down the organisers to compete this year! 

Terry rode a 1958 Vespa VB1, a standard 150 that was originally his Grandfathers, 

Terry thinks there is a possibility that his Grandfather may even have owned it from 

new but can’t say for definite. It certainly wouldn’t have been very old or had more 

than one or two other owners. He told me that as a boy he would go down to the shed 

and watch his Grandfather start her up and despite the rest of family protesting that 

‘bikes are dangerous’, Grandpa promised that one day it would be his. Terry told me 

it came into his possession finally when he was 18. As all of us do at that age, he fell 

in and out of interest until finally getting her up and running when he was 26, and 

then restoring and riding it again recently – he completed the entire course and was a 

(very!) steady presence on the road, buzzing past while others on quicker machines 

stopped for fuel or breaks. The scooter is a real credit to him. He’s a worthy winner 

of the Trophy and I’m sure that his Grandfather would be very proud. 

Next year the Mille heads West, to WA, for what promises to be another amazing 

ride – if any of our scooter riding members are interested in taking part, please 

contact me directly and I will take details. …… Andy Jackson 

From Terry …..The photo below left, was taken in Mildura at the old aerodrome 

oval . The family had gone there because my auntie was home from college and 

wanted to learn how to ride a motor bike. She fell off and sprained her ankle. We 

think it was about 1969. Grandpas name was Matthew Henry Hamilton.. One story I 

have been told only recently was that the Vespa would break down from time to time 

and my dad would have to go and pick it up for grandpa and take it home for 

him.  Grandpa would sometimes stop to visit people and park the Vespa on the side 

of the road and dad would come past and see it, thinking it had broken down again 

and load it onto his ute and take it to grandpa’s place. The Vespa is a 1957 VB1 150.  

 

                                                                        Grandpa 

                                                                         On the  

                                                                           Left 

 

                                                                       Grandson 

                                                                        On the 

                                                                         Right           
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Honda S660 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When people think of Kei-cars, they tend to think of boxy wagons and quirky 

hatchbacks designed only for the Japanese market. With tiny 660 cc engines 

that qualify them for cheap tax and insurance, the Kei-car platform doesn't 

seem like a natural place to start when designing a sports car.  

That didn't deter Honda from creating a mid-engine, rear-drive sports car to fit 

the strict yellow-plate rules. 

The S660 was originally teased as a concept at the 2013 Tokyo Motor Show, 

but made it to production virtually unchanged. In the metal, there's a strong 

resemblance to the Honda Beat, one of Honda's pint-sized sports cars from the 

past. Those low, wide headlamps mirror the Beat's lights, while the line that 

runs along the side is also a clear reference. The rear deck is short, with 

pronounced hips and small cooling louvres over the tiny 3-cylinder 

powerplant, while there are small cooling vents cut into the front flanks. 

 

http://www.gizmag.com/honda-tokyo-debuts/29512/
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Honda S660 

The S660 even has Lamborghini Aventador style air intakes sitting over the 

driver and passenger's shoulders, and a tiny window between the rear 

buttresses that opens up to give you a better connection to the engine's turbo 

noises. 

Sounds a bit gimmicky, but the little window is actually one of the best 

features on the car – we found ourselves giggling away as the little engine 

huffed and puffed its way through town. 

Roof off, tiny rear window down and it was time to hit the open road ... and 

first impressions were good. The car's clutch is light and the gear ratios are 

perfectly spaced for making the most of the little engine's 63 hp (47 kW) as 

we zip between immaculately maintained taxis and boxy Daihatsus towards 

the Tomei expressway. 

The S660's three-cylinder turbo engine is from Honda's N-Box, but it's been 

tweaked with new turbo geometry for better performance off the line and in 

the midrange. It sounds raucous and rattly as we buzz along, but it's got plenty 

of punch provided you keep it between 3,000 and 6,000 rpm. 

While the S660 is performing perfectly, I'm not doing so well. With no data 

connection, Google Maps is having a minor freakout and at the Tomei 

Expressway's first toll booth, I pull up to a gate specifically for people with a 

prepaid toll card. I, being from Melbourne and not Tokyo, don't have that 

card. Cue an awkward exchange with a polite, gloved gentleman who runs 

across from the neighboring booth to take my money. 

Eventually we get back up to speed, accompanied by some brilliant turbo 

noises between gear changes. With the engine right over your shoulder, you 

can hear everything that's going on back there, feel the warmth it's creating as 

you look over back to change lanes…. anon 

http://www.gizmag.com/lamborghini-aventador/18026/
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Gogoro's battery-swapping Smartscooter network  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taiwanese firm Gogoro is set to bring its electric two-wheelers to European streets, 

today announcing it will implement its battery-swapping Smartscooter network in 

Amsterdam in 2016 following a successful launch in Taipei earlier this year. 

Gogoro's electric Smartscooter is a rather bold, big-picture approach to urban 

mobility. It is chock-full of sensors tracking things like gravity, shock and light and 

allows users to monitor things like top speed, range and battery levels through a 

companion smartphone app. But where Gogoro hopes to make a real, lasting impact 

is through the way it keeps these scooters running. 

Its Gogogro Energy Network is made up of battery exchange kiosks, placed 

strategically around urban centres When a user finds their scooter is running low on 

juice, they can swing by and swap out their depleted battery for a fully charged one in 

around six seconds. The overarching aim is to shape how the world's megacities use 

energy. 

With regard to the Dutch capital, Gogoro will form part of a wider initiative called 

Amsterdam Smart City, where companies, governments and institutions have banded 

together to usher in innovative ideas centred on urban efficiency. This will involve 

setting up in Amsterdam's Smart City Experience Lab and its own Gogoro 

Experience Boutique, as it did in Taipei ahead of its initial launch. The interactive 

gallery is intended to essentially build hype and give would-be customers an 

understanding of the company's product. 

The Gogoro Experience Boutique will open in Amsterdam in the first half of 2016. 

There's no word yet on pricing or when the scooters will become available to buy. 

http://www.gizmag.com/gogoro-smartscooter-battery-kiosks/35508/
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BRITISH  BUBBLES  STILL RULE ...(SORT OF ) 
(This article was written for ‘Best of British’ in response to another  reminiscence. )

 Far away in The Antipodes, I enjoyed  Gerald Rickwood’s reminiscences  

about his Heinkel Kabine ,way back in the late ‘50’s.  My own microcar days date 

back to the same period, beginning with a Messerschmitt KR200 , which took me to 

and from The University of Sydney in weathers fair and foul, and also served ,with 

attendant gymnastic difficulties, as the vehicle in which my fiancée and I somehow 

did our courting. 

 Many years later ,after becoming boringly ‘normal’, I found myself 

hankering after another ‘bubble-car’, ideally a BMW Isetta. This desire was in no 

way hindered by my weekly viewing of the gorgeous ‘Gina’ ,of ‘Heartbeat’ fame, 

and her equally gorgeous  ,(well, nearly so) red Isetta, which she drove in the first 

series.In 2003, at the Sydney Motor Show, my eyes fell upon a bright yellow Isetta 

on display and soon to be auctioned. It wasn’t red...it wasn’t  Gina’s...Gina didn’t 

come with it...but I  HAD to have it!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Although a mature, indeed pre-geriatric 62 year-old at the time , my 

enthusiasm  was of adolescent effervescence at the auction ,and I KNOW that the 

auctioneer did his clever best to ensure that the little yellow beastie became mine … 

and it did!When I blithely announced that I intended to drive it home  ,a distance of 

some 25 kilometres ,from inner Sydney to the suburban outskirts, where I live, the 

auctioneer expressed grave concern.  

 The Isetta had not been driven for some time, was not in the greatest shape 

or condition  ,and no-one, least of all  myself, knew how to drive it.This dilemma 

was solved by the  auctioneer generously arranging for the tiny Isetta to be delivered, 

at no cost to me , as the sole occupant on the tray of the longest low-loader semi-

trailer I have ever seen. Its fame ,at least in our street, began that day. ( cont. over) 
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BRITISH  BUBBLES  STILL RULE ...(SORT OF ) 

It’s now been restored,(more than once), has appeared in a magazine ad and in many 

car shows and displays ,is loved and /or laughed at by children of all ages...and  I 

continue to refuse all offers to part with my  ‘Rollende  Ei’ (Rolling Egg) ,as it is 

called. 

Amazingly ,although it was built and first registered in 1957,  I appear to be only its 

third owner in its  more than 50 years of puttering along. A proud, British-built 3 

wheeler version ,my ‘Rolling egg’ was built in the old loco carriage -works in 

Brighton ,and was first registered in November 1957, to a Derek William Jones, who 

resided in a caravan park in Moss Side Lane ,Rixton, Warrington. By September 

1976, it had travelled 24,390 miles, and received a Test Certificate from A.R. Morris 

(Crewe) Ltd. 

It was brought to Australia in about 2001 by some brothers who tried unsuccessfully 

to restore it ,before deciding to auction it  ...to ME! 

When it is not taking me (and sometimes a grinning but embarrassed mate)  for a 

coffee or two, my Isetta relaxes in my garage, alongside its new friend, my 1959 

Heinkel Kabine ,made in Dundalk, Ireland...but that’s another story.  Graham Sims 

 

#################################################################### 

Back to the Future in the Southern Highlands !  
 The DeLorean Time Machine was Doctor Emmett Brown's most successful 

invention, a plutonium-powered time machine comprised of a DeLorean DMC-

12 sports car that had to reach 88 miles per hour in order to time travel. On 

November 5, 1955, Doc was standing on the edge of his toilet, while hanging 

a clock in his bathroom. But the toilet was wet, making him slip and hit his head on 

the sink. When he came to, he had a vision of the flux capacitor in his head. It was 

constructed afterward and completed in 1985.  This time machine was sighted in 

Bowral’s main street recently, preparing to travel back, and must be the real thing as 

its rego was MPH 88, to remind Michael J Fox how fast to go to travel.in time..jr 

http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/Plutonium
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/DeLorean_DMC-12
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/November_5
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/1955
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/November_5
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/1955
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/Clock
http://backtothefuture.wikia.com/wiki/1985
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Elio Motors P5 Prototype At L.A. Auto Show Nov 2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since heard about over two years ago, the Elio has captured a lot of peoples' 

imaginations. Not only does the three-wheeled two-seater look pretty cool, but 

its manufacturers promise great fuel economy, peppy performance, and a sub-

$7,000 price tag. Now, Elio Motors has unveiled the latest prototype of the 

vehicle, the P5.  

The big change with this version is a 60 hp 0.9 litre 3-cylinder front-mounted 

engine, which was custom-made for Elio Motors. The engine (on its own) was 

unveiled in Michigan earlier this year. By contrast, previous prototypes were 

equipped with off-the-shelf engines.  

Performance figures still remain about the same. 

Buyers can reportedly expect 55 ft lb (75 Nm) of torque, a top speed of over 

100 mph (161 km/h), and a 0 to 60 mph (97 km/h) time of under 10 seconds. 

The car – which is actually classed as a motorcycle – should also still deliver 

84 mg (2.8 l/100km) on the highway, and 49 mpg (4.8 l/100km) in the city. 

When company founder and CEO Paul Elio unveiled the P5 on November 

20th at the LA Auto Show, he gave several reasons for no longer going with a 

third-party engine. Among these were the need to meet production volume, 

avoiding the extra costs that would have to be passed along to consumers, and 

the ability to have the engine designed to precisely fit the needs of the vehicle. 

The dashboard, incidentally, is also now being made specifically for the 

company. 

Elio Motors is sticking with its target price of US$6,800, and hopes to begin 

deliveries in the fourth quarter of next year ( 2016)… although it has failed to 

meet such deadlines at least once before. 

Source: Elio Motors 

http://www.gizmag.com/elios-motors-delay-2016/35928/
http://www.eliomotors.com/
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                                  SMART ... OR NOT SO SMART ? 

 Having (re) watched the recent ‘For the Love of Cars ’episode on microcars, 

(I’m sure it was a repeat), I was struck once again by the arbitrariness and 

subjectivity of the whole issue of what IS and ISN’T a microcar; why have they 

always been lauded by some people and derided by others, and why, like old 

soldiers, do they never quite die away? 

 The episode itself was arbitrary, in that it made no mention by name of the 

Goggo or Isetta,(among other omissions), it did not give the real reason why German 

manufacturers after WW II could not produce vehicles able to be used or converted  

from military purposes, and it seemed to lump the Messerschmitt KR 200 & 201  

into the same category of  ‘microcar ’ as the Fiat 500. 

 Furthermore, in its ‘looking ahead’ section on the FUTURE of the microcar, 

it made NO reference to the SMART FOR TWO , which, since its initial launch in 

1998, has represented the (re) birth of the MODERN microcar, setting  standards of 

safety, speed and sophistication far removed from ANY microcar which ever 

preceded it. 

 Having owned two Smart For Two’s, as well as my beloved Messerschmitts 

and NSU Prinz of long ago, and my current Isetta and Heinkel Kabine, and with our  

2008 Smart having notched up 85000 virtually trouble-free k’s of daily use,  (on its 

original set of tyres), I think it’s time to pay it some tribute.  

  Yes, I know that on a self-imposed technicality, the Smart is not eligible for 

OUR club, which has an engine-power limit of 600cc’s.( The British micro museum 

featured in the ‘Love of Cars’ episode seemed to refer to 700cc’s...but, then again, it 

was erroneously referred to as ‘the only auto museum dedicated to microcars. I doubt 

that Bruce Weiner would be pleased with such a slight on his vast collection.) 

 The history and marketing impact of the Smart For Two, still only 16 years 

old, have been in some ways as significant as those of the original ‘Beetle’ and then 

the ‘Mini’, all those years ago.  

 It may not appear so to us in Oz, as we did not regard ourselves, (with our 

‘vast distances’ and ‘rugged outback’ roads), as a market for such a tiny car. Europe, 

and amazingly, before long, the USA, did not have such misgivings. THEIR 

motoring gurus knew there was a market for a compact  ,fuel-efficient CITY car. 

 Within only a few years of its launch, the Smart, with clever, focused 

marketing, established a ‘cult presence’ for itself, reminiscent of the days of the 

Beetle and the Mini. This was no easy task, as Mercedes-Daimler, which ,along with 

Swatch, had underwritten the Smart, had had major safety concerns with the 

Mercedes ‘A’ Class small car, which had conspicuously failed the notorious ‘moose’ 

crash test...and the diminutive Smart was MUCH smaller. It just HAD to be SAFE! 

Although there were other ,modern ‘microcars’, such as the Nissan Micra, tiny 

Daihatsus and a few Korean /Japanese ‘Kei ‘ cars, safety was definitely NOT their 

strong point, and Aussie motorists, in particular, were justifiably reluctant to put 

themselves in tiny tin boxes on our rough and ready  roads. 
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 Nevertheless, the entire tradition of Daimler /Mercedes demanded that 

SAFETY had to be an uncompromised, major criterion for this totally new kind of 

quality car, for a high quality marque such as theirs. It was no easy sell, especially 

since one of the first impressions of the Smart, apart from its tiny dimensions, was 

that it appeared to be ‘made of plastic’.  

 A critical reality, which had to be explained and ‘sold’, was the fact that 

beneath its colourful and removable plastic panels was the integrity of the 

revolutionary ‘Tridion’ safety cell , pioneered by Mercedes. 

 I have watched with awe a DVD of a Smart For Two being crashed at 100 

kph into a concrete wall. Its safety cell remains intact and the doors opened as 

normal. PLASTIC it ain’t ! 

Apart from this critical safety issue,  (our 2008 and subsequent Smarts have multiple 

air-bags, ABS and safety braking  and traction control), its engine and creature 

comforts, including air-conditioning and an excellent sound system, are a far cry 

from our vintage micros. 

 Our first Smart, a 2004 model, had a 700 cc, turbo-charged engine, mated to 

a 6 speed, sequential - type gearbox, and went like the clappers. 

Our current, MHD model, has a non-turbo, 1 litre, 3 cylinder engine, still with the 

sequential –type gearbox, but with the advantage of being driven as either a 

clutchless manual or with an automatic gearchange. 

 We were, by the way, initially mystified by the ‘MHD’ on our Smart . I 

discovered that it stands for ‘Micro Hybrid Drive’, and derives from its having the 

‘Eco-Start’ system, which stops the engine at traffic lights etc, and instantly restarts it 

as soon as you take your foot off the brake. 

 This now common feature is supposedly designed to save fuel when idling, 

but both my wife and I find it a bit of a gimmick, especially on such a small, fuel-

efficient vehicle...and its constant use does put some strain on the battery and 

alternator /starter- motor. ( It can be overridden so the Smart idles as normal, but for 

some  #@%!  reason, it defaults to the ‘ECO Start’ setting as soon as the ignition is 

switched off.) 

 However, there came a day when I had to eat (yet another piece of) humble 

pie, when I accompanied Judy in her Smart, to Westfield Shopping Centre in 

Hornsby, (notorious for its crappy parking).  

 To my disbelief, (and self-righteous anger), she drove straight into one of the 

very few parking spaces specifically reserved for HYBRID cars (such as the Prius.) 

‘You can’t park here’, I pontificated. ‘This isn’t a Hybrid car!’ 

‘Who says? What do you think MHD stands for? I always park here, and no-one’s 

ever objected.’   And that was the end of that, folks.  

 Judy has had further moments of triumph in her beloved little Smart. 

When, as Principal, she first drove it into her high school in western Sydney, her staff 

giggled and took the proverbial p*ss out of her for having such a funny little car. 

They forgot that she is the Principal.  
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 She hands out duties. She writes reports on staff. In brief...she’s THE BOSS! 

No-one laughs at it any more. She and her Smart had another moment of fame, when, 

along with her colleagues, she attended an overnight Principals’ conference at 

Katoomba, in the middle of winter. During the night ,there was a flurry of either 

snow or sleet, and, the next morning, the parking lot was covered in  deadly, black 

ice. None of her colleagues’ Commodores, Falcons, Toyotas etc ,could gain any 

traction on the icy stuff, and looked like being marooned for some hours.  

 As was subsequently written up in the Principals’ Newsletter, ‘Only the 

smallest Principal, (Judy is 5 feet on a windy day) in the smallest car, drove calmly 

out of the slippery parking lot, and made their way home.’ She did enjoy that! For the 

uninitiated, it might be mentioned that, unique among small cars, the Smart has its 

engine over the rear wheels, and is direct, rear-wheel drive, with traction control and 

with its rear wheels and tyres MUCH wider than those at the front. 

 Other than for maddies such as Dave Nobbs, (who has a Smart cabrio) and 

me, most Aussies have only a passing knowledge of the full Smart story, and, 

although marketed in some 35 countries, it’s only ever had a niche market here. In 

Europe, the Smart For Two has been available in turbo and non-turbo, petrol forms, 

as a diesel, in an upmarket, Brabus specification and as a fully electric vehicle. 

Furthermore, Smart branched out into an ill-fated Smart For Four, (Mitsubishi –

derived) and into a glorious-looking sporty Roadster, mid-engined like a ‘proper’ 

sports car.  It even contemplated a 4WD vehicle. 

 The Smart For Four had one of the briefest production runs of any modern 

vehicle, and the beautiful Roadster fared little better. In both cases, prices were high 

and sales below (optimistic) targets.  

Below is Smart for Two No 2 with garage mate Heinkel and Simsy’s Guard dog  
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 It seems that, in trying to extend its range beyond the original concept of a 

Smart For Two, Mercedes/Daimler found itself involved in costs that impinged on 

its fundamental range of traditional vehicles, the mainstay of its business.  

Indeed, I read in an authoritative motor magazine that the innovative Smart has the 

dubious honour of costing its parent companies more in research, development, 

production and marketing costs...and LESS in profitable returns, than has been the 

case for any other car. It is now official that the new range of Smarts (linked with 

Renault) will not be marketed in Australia, stemming from an impasse over pricing. 

In 2014, Daimler sold only 108 Smarts in Australia, eventually at a driveaway price 

of $19,000 each. Sales were eventually put on –line. While clearly biased, I find this 

sad and ironic, as the need for small, safe and fuel-efficient vehicles is surely 

INCREASING, rather than diminishing. I also find it odd, to say the least ,that a new 

Smart For Four has just been released in Europe. Unlike the For Two, which had no 

direct competitors, the For Four will have MANY European, Japanese and Korean. 

Indeed, I have just read a comparison test between the new Smart For 4 and a new 

‘baby’ Renault, called the Twingo.   

 The Smart does not emerge victorious. It would be an anti-climax if the 

Smart marque were to fade away, based on a model not encapsulating the unique, 

niche characteristics of  the original, which continues to have many aficionados … 

such as me. 

 While the Smart, in its various guises, has been produced in relatively large 

numbers since its inception some 16 years ago, who knows whether, one day, it will 

join the ranks of collectables, such as our Messerschmitts, Isettas, Goggos etc. In my 

view, it truly deserves to.                                                     Graham  Sims © 2016 

   Below is Smart for Two No 1 and daughter in a smart red dress with white scarf  
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195. 
 

 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org  
 

Correspondence C/o  MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081. 
 

President:              John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au> 

Scooter President       Andy Jackson,  <ozlambretta@gmail.com>  ph 0406 752 533  

Secretary:                      Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>  

Treasurer:            Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or  0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com> 

Magazine Editor:           John Renshaw, (with Graham Sims as proof reader) 

Webmaster:               Andy Jackson  …. see above 
Magazine Support:        Fred Diwell/all MCSC members 

Mag prodn/distn            John Renshaw and Allen Wall   

Events Co-ordinator:     Niko Satria with a request for  assistance from all members  

Events:                          Allen Wall, along with committee and member collaboration. 

Research officer:           Douglas Kennedy, contact as above. 

Spare parts adviser:       Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail  microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au> 

Club plate register  

 & inspector:           Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347  

CMC delegates:             Allen Wall, Peter Luks and Vic Fenech 

Publicity officer:           Allen Wall.  

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and 

Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Greyhound 

Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold 

rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with similar clubs here and 

overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from our state delegates or web 

site: 
 

 Victoria:  Paul Lucas at Mornington,  03 5975 7203. 

 Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove  07 3356 5828. 

 Tasmania:  John Barrass at Newstead  03 6333 0544. 

 Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up            08 9397 6315. 

 South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview  08 8262 3033. 

 Queensland  Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist)  0438 883 201.   

 Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke 

club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA, 

Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.  
 

The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September, 

and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to 

publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time. 

Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost. 
 

Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 

633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments 

section so we know who it’s from.  

 

During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor 

makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no 

liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.  

In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates, 

technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2016 MCSC. 


